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[2λSun-2vMoon+WMoon-WSun] (“eviction” in [6]) which
increases lunar inclination to 2.5°.
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Lunar Formation Problems:
1. The Moon appears to be derived from Earth's
mantle, but Earth was never spinning fast enough to
lose material to orbit.
2.The Moon has significant orbital inclination, but
should have none.
3. The impactor must have had very low v inf to
form the Moon
4. Earth's post-giant-impact obliquity was low, but
it should have been random.
Our Solution:
We simulated lunar tidal evolution starting with a
fast-spinning Earth, including the interaction between
Earth's core and the
Moon. We find that multiple resonances of the Moon
with both the Sun and Earth's core drained angular
momentum from the system. Resonances also tilted
Moon's orbit and lowered Earth's tilt. If post-giantimpact Earth was spinning very fast, the Moon could
form from Earth's mantle in an impact-triggered
fission.
Moon-Sun Resonances: The Moon appears to be
made from Earth's mantle material [1], while the Giant
Impact theory predicts that the Moon was derived from
the impactor [2]. It has been suggested that an initially
faster spinning Earth could explain this discrepancy
[3], but the system would later need to lose excess
angular momentum (AM).
Here we explore the possibility that the early Earth
had faster spin and higher obliquity than predicted by
AM conservation. We made a symplectic integrator
based on work by Touma and Wisdom [4, 5, 6, 7] that
includes rotating Earth (mantle and core), the Moon
and the Sun, with both tidal and CMB dissipation.
Tidal Q values for Earth and the Moon were set to
~100. Initial spin period of Earth was 2.5 hr and initial
obliquity was 40°.
We find the Moon meeting “tiltover resonance”
[2λSun+ΩMoon-3ΩSun] at 5.9 Earth radii (RE) , which
excites lunar inclination to 2°.
At 6.8 R E the Moon gets captured in the evection
resonance [2λSun-2vMoon]. This capture is more robust
than in [6], as faster Earth rotation (larger J2) moves
the resonance out. At 6.9 RE tidal evolution is slower
and solar perturbations stronger than at 4.5 RE [6].
Eccentricity first rises and then levels out as the Sun
drains AM from Earth. Eventually the lock is broken
and the Moon's outward tidal evolution resumes.
Right after evection, the Moon passes through a
mixed eccentricity-inclination resonance
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Lunar semimajor axis in Earth radii
A - FCN resonance capture (this simulation)
B – FCN resonance escape (estimate)
C – Present state of the Earth-Moon system
1, 5 – Ordinary tidal evolution
2 – Mantle solidification shifts resonance
3 – Tidal evolution within resonance
4 – Eccentricity damping after resonance
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Earth's Core-Moon Resonances: Early MoonSun resonances always leave the Moon with
inclination too low and Earth with obliquity and spin
rate too high to match the present. However, additional
resonances between the Moon's mean motion and the
Free Core Nutation (FCN) of Earth are likely. Since
early Earth's mantle was not solid, FCN must have
swept a range of periods during mantle solidification
(assumed to happen over ~10 Myr), trapping the Moon
in an eccentric FCN resonance [λMoon-vMoon+WCoreWMoon]. FCN resonance lowers Earth's obliquity and
increases lunar free inclination and eccentricity.
Simulating FCN resonance is very expensive, and only
the initial capture is shown. We expect that the Moon
will exit the resonance once it reaches the present
angular momentum, but with e=0.45, which is lowered
by tides and planetary resonances [8].
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